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Overview           

This set features the CAO-700, a French strategic bomber design of World 

War II. 

These rules are written Global War - 2nd edition, however at the end of this 

document are a few changes necessary to play these with Global War 1st 

edition or Axis and Allies 1940.  All our rule sets are given a designator for 

reference in future rules. This set is TDPW 

Set Contents           

 

Name 

CAO-700 (x1) 3D Printed in Blue plastic 

 

CAO-700 strategic Bomber       

The Cao-700 is a French strategic bomber designed in 1937.  One 

prototype was built but the bomber never went into full production.  The 

four-engine bomber carried 8,000lbs of ordnance and for protection had 

three 7.5mm machines guns and one 20mm cannon.   
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CAO-700 Strategic Bomber 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

CAO-700 Carpet 

Bombing 

2(1) 6 12 

 

Availability: July 1939 

The CAO-700 functions as a French strategic bomber. 

APPENDIX A: Carpet Bombing        

Carpet Bombing is a Global War-2nd Edition Rule 

Carpet Bombing: Carpet bombing is an attack available only to Strategic 
bombers. Strategic bombers (and heavy strategic bombers) may attack 
forces in a land zone rolling 3 dice and getting a hit on each dice on a “2” or 
less (5 dice for heavy bombers).  The attacking bomber is subject to 
interception and AA fire from AA guns (not facility guns) as if it were 
strategic bombing.  No other land forces may fire back.  Combat lasts 1 
round after which the bomber must retreat. 

 



APPENDIX B: AXIS & ALLIES 1940        

CAO-700 Strategic Bomber 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

CAO-700 4 1 6 15 

 

Carpet Bombing: If you are using the optional carpet bombing rule a 

strategic bomber may roll 3 dice hitting on a “1”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Additional like pieces in this set can be purchased at Historical Board 

Gaming. 

 

If you have and corrections to this document or ideas to make it a better set 

please email us at info@historicalboardgaming.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check out our other 3d Printed Expansion Sets. 
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